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Introduction
Infection control education is an area receiving an increasing amount 
of attention both from government agencies and in the literature. It 
has now been well demonstrated that good infection control practices 
in the clinical workplace depend upon comprehensive education from 
the student level up, and from the senior leadership level down. [1,2]

As a fourth-year medical student, a question arose while on clinical 
rotation: is the humble and universal stethoscope perhaps more 
of an infection risk than anyone consciously realises? I observed 
stethoscopes placed on unclean skin, on the abdomen of patients with 
gastroenteritis, near colostomy openings, sternotomy wounds and 
onto the chest of newborns without ever witnessing a stethoscope 
being cleaned by any member of staff. Furthermore, reflecting on my 
medical education thus far, stethoscope hygiene had not once been 
formally raised as an issue of which to be mindful.

This review therefore sets out to investigate the issue of stethoscope 
hygiene. The aims are two-fold: firstly, to examine and systematically 
review the literature to evaluate whether stethoscopes constitute 
a clinically significant vector of healthcare-associated infection; and 
secondly, to explore medical students’ behaviour, attitudes and beliefs 
about stethoscope hygiene. 

Methods
A systematic search of the PubMed database was conducted, using the 
keywords “stethoscope,” “infection control,” “nosocomial,” “vector” 
and “disinfection,” which yielded a total 31 articles in English. These 

were reviewed systematically to answer four questions:

1. What is the rate of colonisation of stethoscopes? 

2. What evidence is there that stethoscope colonisation results in 
nosocomial infection? 

3. Are patient-dedicated stethoscopes used appropriately and 
effectively? 

4. How often do healthcare staff reportedly clean their stethoscopes? 

Subsequently, a very small qualitative and quantitative cross-sectional 
study was performed on a convenience sample of seventeen medical 
students, across the pre-clinical second (n=1) and third (n=4) years, 
and the clinical fourth-year (n=12). Participants were asked a series 
of thirteen questions (Table 1) exploring their knowledge of, practice 
of and attitudes towards stethoscope hygiene. The results of both of 
these investigations are discussed as follows.

Aim: To conduct a review of the literature to evaluate whether 
stethoscopes constitute a clinically significant vector of healthcare-
associated infection, and to explore the behaviour, attitudes and 
beliefs about stethoscope hygiene amongst medical students. 
Methods: Section one: PubMed was searched for empirical studies 
written in English, published before 1 May 2010, dealing with 
colonisation rates of stethoscopes and self-reported frequency of 
stethoscope cleaning by healthcare staff. Thirty-one articles were 
systematically reviewed. Section two: Qualitative and quantitative 
cross-sectional study of medical students. A convenience sample 
of seventeen undergraduate medical students in years two, three 
and four were asked a series of thirteen questions exploring their 
knowledge, practice of and attitudes towards stethoscope hygiene. 
Results: The diaphragm and bell of stethoscopes are colonised 
with micro-organisms on average 87.3% of the time. On average, 
14% of stethoscopes carry MRSA, and 16.5% carry gram-negative 
species. On average, 58.8% of doctors clean their stethoscope 
annually or never. Fifty-nine percent of students surveyed had 
never cleaned their stethoscope. Only 29% of students had ever 
been advised about stethoscope hygiene. Eighty-two percent 
of students felt senior colleagues had influenced their attitude 
(positive or negative) toward stethoscope hygiene. Conclusions: 
Stethoscopes potentially represent a moderate-to-high risk of 
infection transmission, particularly in vulnerable settings, yet 
stethoscope hygiene is rarely considered or practiced by doctors 
and medical students. Improving stethoscope hygiene in practice 
requires addressing the lack of formal education on the subject 
and the shortage of positive role models. 

Peer Survey Questionnaire

What year of medicine are you studying?

In the course of your medical education, have you ever been 
advised about hand-washing?
• If yes, has this been formal or informal teaching?

Have you ever been advised about safe intravenous (IV) 
cannulation?
• If yes, has this been formal or informal teaching?

Compared to most methods of nosocomial infection transmission, 
what role do you think stethoscopes play?

Have you ever been advised about stethoscope cleaning?
• If yes, has this been formal or informal teaching?

Have you cleaned your stethoscope before?
• If yes, why and how did you clean it?
• If no, is there any reason why you have chosen not to, or why 

it has not occurred to you?

Do you think the attitude or example of senior colleagues has 
influenced your perception regarding stethoscopes as a vector of 
infection? 
• If yes, how?

To your knowledge, does the regional teaching hospital have a 
protocol regarding stethoscope cleaning?

Table 1. Peer survey questionnaire.
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Study
Number of 

stethoscopes (n)
Overall colonisation 

rate (%)
Mean CFU count 
per stethoscope

[3] 62 61 -

[4] 155 - Personal: 50.3
Ward: 29.3

[6] 100 90

[5] 22 personal;
24 ICU

67 personal; 
95 ICU -

[7] 50 98 47.7

[8] 49 - -

[9] 99 100 -

[10] 200 80 -

[11] 50 - -

[12] 12 100 8 to 221

[13] 300 87 -

[14] 24 71 -

[15] 150 - 37

[16] 41 100 -

[17] 43 - -

[18] 55 100 -

[19] 29 89 69

[20] 50 74 -

[21] 43 85 -

[22] 122 - 132

[23] 92 100 -

[24] 105 - -

[25] 106 - -

Mean: 87.3% Mean: 67.7
CFU = colony-forming unit; - = data nor available; ICU = intensive care unit

Table 2. Review of cross-sectional studies on colonisation rates and pathogenic 
profiles of stethoscopes (before cleaning).

Results and Discussion
Section 1: Systematic literature review 

The literature review revealed firstly that the diaphragm and bell of 
stethoscopes are frequently colonised with micro-organisms (on 
average 87.3% of the time) (Table 2). [3-25] It is less clear whether 
the population of micro-organisms is typically pathogenic. The most 
abundant organisms tend to be coagulase-negative Staphylococcus 
spp, which are relatively benign. [6,9,12-15,17,18,20,22-24]

Species
Mean colonisation rate 

(% of stethoscopes)

Number 
of studies 

providing data

Staphylococcus spp 75.0 6

• Staphylococcus 
aureus 23.0 7

• Coagulase-negative 
spp 60.5 8

• MRSA 14.0 11

Gram-positive bacilli 69.5 2

Gram-negative spp 16.5 6

• Acinetobacter spp 1.4 3

Table 3. Mean profile of colonisation rate per species.

The question of whether stethoscope contamination actually results 
in infection in the patient is pivotal to determining whether there is 
a true need for systematic stethoscope decontamination. At the time 
of writing, the literature seems not entirely cohesive on the issue, 
and further research is likely required before stethoscope hygiene will 
be aggressively implemented. However, until such evidence exists, it 
is wise for individual clinicians to err on the side of prudence and to 
consider that contaminated stethoscopes are indeed likely to result in 
clinical infection.

The main infection control measure currently in place regarding 
stethoscopes – that is, dedicated stethoscopes for patients infected 
with resistant organisms – is often not adhered to properly, primarily 
because staff find hospital-provided stethoscopes to have poor sound 
quality and to be uncomfortable. [8,38] In addition, one observational 
study found that stethoscopes designated for single-patient use were 
often used around other areas of the hospital. [12] This highlights the 
importance of considering other ways of minimising the risk posed by 
stethoscopes, such as frequent cleaning of the bell and diaphragm. 
In this way, systematic decontamination of stethoscopes between all 
patients would allow doctors and nurses to use their own stethoscopes 
safely, even on vulnerable or resistant strain-carrying patients.

Section 2: Medical student survey

Twelve studies were identified in which a cross-sectional survey of the 
frequency of stethoscope cleaning by healthcare staff was performed. 
[3,5-7,10,11,14,15,17,19,22,33] Most showed very poor stethoscope 
hygiene. Contrary to current guidelines, [39] not a single study 
reported any percentage of staff cleaning their stethoscope before 
and after each patient. Rather, three quarters of the twelve studies 
reported high rates of doctors cleaning their stethoscope only annually 
or never (mean = 58.8% of doctors). [3,7,11,14,15,17,19,22,33] This is 
very similar to the findings in this peer survey, where more than half 
the students had never cleaned their stethoscope (59%), and 28% of 
those who had ever cleaned it had only done so once to six times in 
the last year (Table 4).

In contrast, three out of five studies showed that bacterial 
contamination rises significantly after one day of use without cleaning 
and after the stethoscope is used to examine more than five patients 
without cleaning, which suggests that even daily cleaning is not 
sufficient. [3,15,24] It is particularly interesting to note that doctors 
and students alike seem to believe stethoscope cleaning is appropriate 
in some circumstances. 

On the other hand, an average of 14% of stethoscopes (one in seven) 
are colonised with MRSA, [7,10-12,16-18,20,21,24,25] and an average 
of 16.5% carry gram-negative species (Table 3). [7,13,14,16,17,21,23] 
The microbiological profile of stethoscopes varies significantly from 
study to study and hospital to hospital, thus making it difficult to make 
accurate generalisations. Nevertheless, some hospitals reported rates 
as high as 69% for MRSA [17] and 60% for gram-negative bacteria. [7] 
With this in mind, it is preferable to consider every stethoscope as a 
potential carrier of pathogenic organisms.

Crucially, there is some debate in the literature as to whether 
stethoscope contamination (or environmental contamination more 
broadly) can lead to infection in the patient. Eleven of seventeen 
articles supported the notion that a causal relationship does exist, 
particularly via indirect transmission from stethoscopes to clinicians’ 
hands and then to patients. [13,26-32] This argument was reinforced 
by the fact that gram-positive bacteria survive for up to eighteen 
hours on stethoscope membranes, [33] and respiratory syncytial virus 

(RSV) can be recovered from inanimate surfaces for up to six hours, 
[34,35] with these organisms remaining infectious when transferred 
from surfaces to hands. On the other hand, three studies highlighted 
that gram-negative bacteria only remain viable for several hours on 
stethoscope diaphragms, [33] and that environmental contamination 
by Staphylococcus aureus appears to play only a minimal role in 
infection transmission. [36,37] 
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Frequency Number (%)

Never cleaned their stethoscope 10/17 (59%)

Ever cleaned their stethoscope   7/17 (41%)

• Cleaned 1-6 times in last 12 months    2/7 (28%)

• Cleaned >6 times in last 12 months       0  (0%)

• At the end of each week       0  (0%)

• At the end of each day    2/7 (28%)

• After every patient encounter    3/7 (43%)

Table 4. Frequency of stethoscope cleaning by students.

One study showed that 10% of doctors cleaned their stethoscopes only 
when it was soiled by blood or human secretions. [6] Similarly, three 
students wrote in the survey:

“I cleaned [my stethoscope] after using it on a patient who appeared 
visibly unclean. I don’t clean it before and after patients.”

“I cleaned it when I was in ICU because of high-risk patients in this 
ward.”

“I have cleaned the diaphragm once after using it on a patient with a 
Pseudomonas infection.”

Anecdotally, this type of attitude to when and why it is necessary to 
clean stethoscopes is quite common. In fact, if a student or clinician 
gives any thought to stethoscope hygiene, it is usually only in the 
context of a gastroenteritis epidemic with patients known to carry 
resistant organisms, or simply with visible and obvious soiling of the 
stethoscope.

The analysis of both the literature and the peer survey revealed three 
apparent principal reasons for the observed poor practice of and 
poor attitudes towards stethoscope hygiene. Firstly, the lack of formal 
education received by students on the subject plays an important role. 
While 100% of students had received formal teaching surrounding 
hand hygiene and 94% had been advised about safe intravenous 
cannulation (mainly through formal teaching), only 29% had ever been 
advised about stethoscope cleaning, and this had mostly (80%) been 
through informal teaching on placements (Table 5). 

Student status
of 17 students 

surveyed Number (%)

Formal 
teaching

Number (%)

Informal 
teaching

Number (%)

Advised about hand-
washing 17 (100%) 17/17 (100%) 8/17 (47%)

Advised about safe IV 
cannulating 16 (94%) 14/16 (87%) 8/16 (50%)

Advised about 
stethoscope cleaning 5 (29%) 1/5 (25%) 4/5 (80%)

Table 5. Comparative frequency of education regarding different modes of 
infection transmission, and structure of teaching.

The fact that stethoscope hygiene does not figure in the medical 
curriculum seems to have a large impact on students’ attitudes:

“It has slipped my mind considering we’ve never had any formal 
education regarding stethoscope hygiene.”

Not only does an absence of formal education on the subject predispose 
future clinicians to consider stethoscope hygiene unimportant, it 
also means that those who might have considered cleaning their 
stethoscope will not have developed an effective cleaning technique. 
[16] For these reasons, formal education must be considered in the 
effort to improve stethoscope hygiene practices.

The second most important factor contributing to poor stethoscope 

hygiene practices seems to be an ignorance or absence of hospital 
protocol on the subject. Of two studies examining how many doctors 
had ever been advised about stethoscope hygiene, both found that 
100% of surveyed doctors had never been advised. [17,19] Similarly, 
100% of the students in the peer study had no knowledge of the 
presence or absence of stethoscope hygiene protocols at the regional 
teaching hospital, despite being initiated to the hospital protocol 
on hand hygiene, intravenous cannulation and sharps safety. These 
findings highlight that hospitals play a part in encouraging good clinical 
practice by instituting and enforcing relevant protocol. 

Furthermore, governmental and non-governmental agencies  play 
a part by producing guidelines and recommendations that shape 
hospital protocol in the first place. Thus, the roles of hospitals and 
guideline-producing agencies should be considered in the effort 
towards improving clinical stethoscope hygiene practice.

The third and possibly most important influence in engendering the 
current poor attitudes and behaviours in relation to stethoscope 
cleaning is the shortage of positive role models – and indeed, the 
presence of negative role models. When surveyed, 82% of students 
responded that doctors had indeed influenced their attitude towards 
stethoscope hygiene. Of these, 14% claimed their senior doctors had 
acted as positive role models, while the remaining 86% emphasised 
that not seeing doctors clean their stethoscopes had caused them not 
to value stethoscope hygiene. Either way, it appears the example of 
senior doctors makes lasting impressions on students:

“Since my placement in a rural town, where my head doctor taught me 
about stethoscope cleaning, I try to clean mine after every patient.”

“I haven’t met a doctor who cleans their stethoscopes between each 
patient, so I haven’t really felt the need to do so either.”

The importance of positive leadership has been recognised as an 
extremely powerful influence on the behaviour of subordinate 
colleagues in other areas of infection control for many years. [1,2,40] 
What is more, senior doctors seem to comply with infection control 
practices more if they perceive themselves as role models for other 
colleagues. [41] The literature review and peer survey findings suggest 
that the same principles apply to stethoscope hygiene. 

Conclusion
Stethoscopes represent a moderate-to-high risk of infection 
transmission, particularly in vulnerable settings. Nevertheless, 
stethoscope hygiene is rarely considered or practiced by doctors and 
medical students. This problem appears to stem from a lack of formal 
education on the matter, an absence or ignorance of hospital protocol 
and lastly – and most importantly – from a shortage of positive role 
models. Further research needs to be conducted to conclusively 
demonstrate whether stethoscope contamination results in clinically 
significant infections, as this is likely to help in the promotion of formal 
education on the matter. Governmental health bodies should continue 
to clarify their stance on the issue of stethoscope hygiene, and to put 
forward protocol recommendations to hospitals, which should in turn 
advise all staff and clinical students accordingly. Ideally such measures 
will ultimately ensure that enough senior clinicians will improve their 
own behaviours, so that they may subsequently act as positive role 
models to the ensuing generation of doctors. All of these efforts should 
be directed at eliminating every last significant source of healthcare-
associated infection, and promoting a safer environment for staff and 
patients.
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